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• One office, one archives
• Each archives different filing plans
• The historical archives separated from 

the current archives

The University of Padua in 1995



The University of Padua in 1995



• A few months after being employed at 
the University of  Padua

• Organize the transition from many office 
archives to ONE Creator’s archives

A meeting for next year's plans (1995 >1996)



• Shared Policy for all administrative 
offices, faculties and departments

• Professional archival training for 
everybody in full immersion

• Register Protocol software based on the 
shared classification scheme for the 
whole university

Archival strategy > Titulus project!



• Talking about the historical value of  
archives to an engineer, a computer 
scientist or a physicist can take a lot of  
time, too much time and is uneconomical

• We archivists are too fond of  cultural 
rhetoric

A mistake of Archivists



• It’s necessary to illustrate the 
opportunities of  the economic and 
organizational value of  the archives to the 
Rector and the General Manager

• Involving all Italian universities (divided 
we fall)

One possible solution



1995

Particularly important Statement



Padova
Bologna
Palermo



How can the value of  archives be 
understood in university organizations?

And now?



Directed by Sidney Lumet in stunning black and 
white, Walter Matthau star, playing the role of  
prof. Groeteschele, a political-military advisor of  
the Pentagon. The movie focuses on the nuclear 
attack that will cause the destruction of  Moscow, 
triggered by an electronic failure of  US planes. To 
preserve peace and avert nuclear war, the 
Americans themselves bomb New York

Fail safe - 1964



The dialogue in a high society living room is 
relevant: Groeteschele is invited to answer the 
question, defined as an interesting question by the 
professor himself, about who the survivors would 
be in the event of  a nuclear war. 

Fail safe - 1964



«I will predict convicts and file clerks. The worst convicts, 
those deep down in segregation cells and the most 
insignificant file clerks, the employees of  the big 
insurance companies, because they live in fireproof  
rooms, protected by tons of  the best insulation in the 
world, paper! And imagine what could happen: a small 
group of  dangerous convicts against an army of  file 
clerks for the conquest of  the remaining sources of  life. 
The convicts will know violence, but file clerks will 
know organization. Who do you think would win?».

Fail safe - 1964



Fail safe, 1964



General 
Archives

The University of Padua in 1996
(a year later)



Strategy for the national project

Do

Know

Know how

Know how to do

Let people know



https://www.unipd.it/archivio/conferenze/

Building a professional community



www.procedamus.it

Any document
is available to everyone
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The sources for the History arise 
and are defended in the current archives

Leopoldo Sandri, 1968

TWO Principles of Archival Science         1/2



A University that teaches history and does
not respect its own history is not worthy of  
being called a university

gpd 1995

TWO Principles of Archival Science         2/2



Changing the Rector and the General Manager, 
the organization and procedures change, 

but not the transactions and the functions



A file classification scheme
will be the same for all Universities

thus Titulus was born
as filing plan for Universities Archives

in 1997!



independent
of organizational models

dependent
on many variables

Action and organization

Records



Classification levels
The classification levels are the degrees of  specificity, with a file 
classification scheme usually having three major components: 

• broad, encompassing categories: functions

• narrower subsets of  each function: activities

• yet narrower and more specific subsets of  activities: transactions



Functions

Activities

Transactions

Titulus



Functional homogeneity

Inhomogeneity

Azione amministrativa
e organizzazione

Documentazione
amministrativa



In 1995-1997 wasn’t ISDF



The penultimate P, that of Project

Each project can also be described as a series of  
processes and, in public universities, also
administrative procedures and transactions



The last P, that of People…

… and of Procedamus



The sustainable lightness of archivists

In conclusion,
we need the collaboration of management engineers…
… and they of ours



Archival law

What is the origin of  the university regulations and 
of  all Italian Archival law?



Minima burocratica

The organization of  work in the offices of  the Austrian
government in the Veneto region (1815-1817)







Record Management Policy



Following the first introduction of  protocols and archival
titles during the Napoleonic government, confirmed by 
the Habsburg, between 1815 and 1817 two new laws
were approved for public records management in the 
Italian provinces of  the Austrian Empire. Such
regulations have to be considered forerunners for 
European archival theory, especially German and Italian
ones. The main chapter was called «Regola per la 
manipolazione dei documenti»: updated to the current
North American context, it could be simply translated as
Records management policy. This essay intends to 
highlight the notable topicality of  the new regulations, 
that can be considered a sort of  «Records management 
manual» ante litteram.

Gianni Penzo Doria
Record management under the Habsburg eagle
(1815-1817)



In conclusion...

The Italian legislation of  1897-1900, 1995-2000 
derives from the legislation of  the Austrian Empire





Grazie per l’attenzione!

gianni.penzodoria@uninsubria.it
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